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Abst ract - - I t  is proposed that an optimal strategy for executing a join query in a distributed 
database system may be computed in a time which is bounded by a polynomial function of the 
number of relations and the size parameters of the network. The solution so unveiled considers both 
the transmission costs and the processing costs incurred in delivering the required result to the user 
that issued the query. 
The query specifies that several relational tables are to be coalesced and presented to the appro- 
priate user. Undertaking this task demands the utilisation of limited system resources, so that a 
strategy for fulfilling the request that imposes minimal cost to the system should be devised. Both 
the processor sites, and the communications links that interconnect them, are utillsed; an optimal 
strategy is one that minimises a weighted sum of processing and data transmission costs. 
An  integer linear programming model of this problem was originally proposed in [1]; however, 
no suggestion was given as to how this model might be efficiently solved. By extending the earlier 
analysis, the recursive nature of the join computation is revealed. Further investigations then produce 
a modified relationship amenable to algorithmic solution; the resultant procedure has polynomial time 
and space requirements. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Distributed database system, Dynamic program, Information system, Integer linear 
program, Join query, Optimlsation. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
The adept management of available system resources in the application of distributed technologies 
is widely recognised for its importance, because of its profound impact on overall performance; as 
a result, the subject has been the focus of much research attention. In particular, the emergence of
information systems that span numerous separate processors interconnected bya communications 
network requires careful regard for the efficient resolution of database transactions [1-16]. 
In a distributed system, processing a query in general involves the amalgamation of information 
dispersed across the sites of the network, and logically comprising many distinct data sets, or 
relations. The product of joining several relational tables [1-14,17-21], using exactly one copy 
of each, is to be passed to the user or process that originally issued the query. The aim of the 
distributed atabase management system is to achieve this while taxing some critical resources 
minimally. 
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In most contemporary architectures, the speeds of the processors are orders of magnitude 
greater than those of the communications etwork, so that most researchers have focussed on 
the cost of data transmission as the dominant factor. Other costs, which can be broadly cate- 
gorised as those incurred by undertaking actual join computations, have frequently been ignored 
[3,6,12,14,16]. 
Yet the disparity in processing speeds displayed by the various machines comprising a hetero- 
geneous distributed system cannot be ignored, especially in light of the large computational price 
that the relational join operator can attract. By disregarding processing costs, no account can 
be given for the range of hardware and software that might be found across the network. 
The costs imposed for computing joins may themselves be highly insignificant, given that a 
majority of work may be performed locally, rather than requiring access to distant data; in 
such a scenario, processor facilities may then be the most significant commodities, their greater 
speeds notwithstanding. The relative importance ofcomputational and communication costs may 
depend ultimately on local usage patterns. 
The problem of executing a join query in a distributed system in a way that minimises a
weighted sum of processing and transmission costs has been described [1] as a linear integer pro- 
gram [22-27]. By exploring further its structure, this model is shown here to satisfy a recurrence 
relation, which gives rise to a dynamic programming [25,28] solution. 
The basic structure of a relational database, as pertains to the execution of a join query, is 
outlined in Section 2. Also presented here is a formal definition of the distributed environment in 
which the database management system must operate. The aim is to establish the basic context 
within which the distributed execution of join queries may be investigated, and to outline any 
assumptions made. 
A model of the minimal execution cost of a join query proposed in [1] underpins the work 
presented here. Section 3 is devoted to briefly reproducing this earlier esult, and then rewriting 
it in a slightly more convenient, but equivalent, form. 
In Section 4, the constraint system of this problem is manipulated to remove the decision 
variables that describe the flow of information through the network, by mathematically collaps- 
ing the distributed computation i to a single site. In this way, a number of previous observa- 
tions about the way in which relations are joined at processor sites, also detailed in [1], can be 
applied. 
Likewise, the decision variable that specify join computations can be ignored; this is shown in 
Section 5. In doing so, the focus shifts to the flow of data through the network; each relation 
forms a simple path through the network from where it is produced to where it is finally used. 
The known behaviour of the join operations and the data transmissions are used together to 
demonstrate hat the optimal solution to the problem of executing a join query in a distributed 
environment satisfies a simple recurrence r lation. The proof itself is split into two propositions, 
that deal with the possibilities that a relation is computed at a site by joining, or received across 
the network from elsewhere, respectively. 
However, this result confounds direct interpretation asan algorithm, as it relates the minimum 
cost for attaining a given relation at any processor to that for a number of other sites. Actually 
computing this would require solving the minimal cost for this relation at all localities imultane- 
ously. Section 6 offers a modified recurrence r lation that considers the transmission of relations 
along paths of up to a given length; successively increasing the maximum path length until the 
whole reachable network is included reveals the optimum. 
A brief description of an algorithm using this new recurrence relation is given. An analysis of 
the number of operations required to find the optimal execution strategy reveals that the running 
time is bounded by a polynomial function of the number of relations, number of processor sites, 
number of communications links, and the diameter of the network. The space requirements are 
also polynomially bounded. 
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2. RELATIONS, JOINS, AND THE 
DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENT 
In the relational model of information [18-21,29-31], the database is viewed conceptually by the 
user as being composed of a number of tables, or 'relations'. The columns of any such relation y 
are named by a set of attributes, say Y, which is a set of values that a conforming column entry 
may take. A Y-tuple is then a function from t from relation scheme Y to the corresponding 
domains of attributes in Y. This mapping can be restricted from the relation scheme Y to any 
subset X of Y, with the resultant X-tuple denoted as t[X]. A relation y with relation scheme Y
is then defined to be a set of Y-tuples. 
Several relations are to be combined into one; the relational join operator when applied to a set 
of relations r = {r l , . . . ,  rm} having corresponding relation schemes R = {R1, . . . ,  Rm} is defined 
to be the relation ~ r = {t t t[Ri] e r~ Vi : 1 < i < m}, and has the relation scheme UR. The 
fundamental property of consistency [31], which is also called 'joinability' [9], is assumed for the 
participating relations, meaning that the join of any two relations ~ x and ~ y, where x, y _C r, 
is the relation ~ (x U y). 
It is also understood that the relations r assume the structure of a 'chain query', wherein they 
may be renumbered as 
r = {r i l l  = 1 , . . . ,m},  
with corresponding relation schemes R = {Ri [ i = 1 , . . . ,  m}, such that R4 N Rj ~ 0 if and only 
if j = i + 1. Only joins of relations having overlapping relation schemes are considered, and since 
{r} = r, all relations that can possibly be realised by joining subsets of r take the form 
t>~ {r i , . . . , r j} ,  for i : 1 < i < m. 
Therefore, the set of all relations that can be considered is
= {~ {r i , . . . , r j}  [ 1 _< i _<j < m}. 
The amount of data contained in any such relation ~ {r i , . . . ,  r j} is a real-valued function, for 
brevity written here as 
p~j ~ p(~ {r , . . .  ,r j}). 
The distributed environment of the information system is defined as a network 
D = (S, L) 
of processor sites S interconnected by some set of communications links L C S × S that are 
available for the database management system to use in answering the query. Note that D is a 
directed graph, so that bidirectional data channels are represented by two opposing arcs. 
For each communications link, there is a cost imposed for transmitting data, and this is assumed 
to be a linear function c : L ~ R of the volume of data sent. The coefficient 
Ch~=_c(h,k) > O, for (h,k) e L, 
is the cost per unit of data transferred irectly from one processor h E S to another k E S. Also 
associated with any link (h, k) E L is a fixed positive overhead 
5hk ~ 5(h,k)  > 0 
associated with communications protocol; the transmission of an empty relation still attracts a 
small penalty. The overall cost of relaying any possible relation ~ (r~,.. .  , r j} from h E S to 
k E S directly is therefore )~ijhk -~ )~(i,j, h, k), say, where 
)~jhk = Chk • Pij + 5hk > O. 
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The join is usually implemented as a binary relation, so that the join of several relations is 
realised through a sequence of individual join operations. A relation ~ ( r~, . . . , r j} ,  for some 
i , j  : 1 < i < j < m is then the direct product of joining two relations ~ {r i , . . . , rp}  and 
( rp+l , . . .  ,r j}, say, where p : i < p < j.  All possible join operations between relations in 
forms a set of pairs of relations 
= { (D~ ( r i , . . .  , rp} ,~ {rp+l, . . .  ,r j}) I 1 ~_ i <~ p <~ j < m}. 
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that an implementation of a binary join operator is 
available at all sites in the network; any processor not Supporting the join can only contribute in 
terms of its data links, and can therefore be removed, with any other sites connected through it 
instead considered to be linked directly. 
Computational abilities of the various available processor sites may vary, due to hardware 
differences, alternative implementations of the join operator, and current workloads. Therefore, 
the cost of joining two relations depends on the site at which this computation is performed; 
the cost of joining ~ {r i , . . .  ,rp} and ~ (rp+l , . . .  , r j} for p : i < p < j at processor k E S is a 
function ~ : ~ x S --* R, where 
~/ipjk -- 7( ~x~ {r i , . . .  ,rp},~'~ {rp+l, . . .  , r j},  k). 
Typically, the value of "Yipjk will be related to the sizes Pip and Pp+lj of the relations being joined, 
and to some measure of the speed of processor k. However, no particular elationship is assumed 
here. 
Each processor site is allocated a (possibly empty) subset of the relations r named in the query, 
and this is represented by the function 
(~ : S --~ P(r), 
so that the set of relations held at site k E S is a(k) C_ r. It is presumed that every relation in r 
is allocated by a to at least one site; otherwise, the query cannot be resolved. The definition of a 
permits the possibility of replicated ata, where several copies of the same relation exist, each 
allocated to a different site. However, exactly one copy of every relation in r must be utilised in 
producing ~ r, and determining which of the available copies to use is part of the optimisation 
problem. 
Relations are communicated between processor sites, where they may be joined to produce 
new relations. Throughout he join query execution, information is preserved. Every relation 
can be produced at most once, and then only as the result of joining a suitable set of component 
relations. Once produced, a relation must be used exactly once; relation ~ r is consumed by the 
user that issued the request, while any other relations produced must become an argument o 
yet another join operation. 
The join execution finishes when the result ~ r is delivered to the user, residing at some site 
qlm G S, say. This is to be achieved in a manner that minimises the total cost incurred to the 
system, measured as the utilisation of both data transmission resources of the network, and the 
computational facilities offered by its processor sites. 
To prohibit circumstances in which it is obviously not possible to answer the query, it is 
supposed that the information symbolised by every relation can ultimately find its way to the 
site of the user. That is, for every relation r~ in r, there must exist a path through the network 
from some site holding a copy of ri to the site hosting the user: 
Vr~ E r3k l , . . . , kp  G S • r~ E a(kl)  
A (kj, kj+l), j = 1 , . . . ,p -1  
A kp -~ qlm. 
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The structure of the network D can be further restricted. No processor that cannot transmit 
data, directly or indirectly, to the site qlm • S can possibly participate in the computation. This 
is also true for sites that cannot gain access to any data relevant o the transaction. All such 
processors can be 
Vk•S3k l , . . . , kp•S  • k l=kp=qlm 
A (kj,kj+l) • L, j = 1 , . . . ,p -  1, 
and 
VkES3r iE r3k l , . . . , kpES  • r iEa(k l )  Akp=k 
A (kj,kj+l) • L, j = 1 , . . . ,p -  1 
may be presumed. 
3. THE MIN IMAL EXECUTION COST PROBLEM 
The proposed polynomial-time algorithm operates by expressing the minimal execution cost 
of realising ~ r at site q • S in terms of the solutions to smaller problems. Towards this end, 
consider the slightly generalised problem of obtaining some relation ~ {ra , . . . ,  rb} at site q • S, 
for some a, b : 1 < a _< b _< m. The set of all relations that can be considered in producing 
{to,..., rb} is 
rab = {~ {r~, . . . , r j}  ]a < i < j < b}, 
and the set of all join operations is 
rab = {(~ ( r~, . . . , rp} ,~ {rp+l, . . . , r j})  ta g i < p < j < b}. 
Ultimately, it is the solution for a = 1 and b = m, with q = qlm, that is sought. 
To evaluate the join query, the final result of joining all the relations ra, . . . ,  rb must be made 
available to the user at site q • S. Every relation leaving a site is the join of some number 
(possibly one) of relations that enter it, and an incoming relation must either be used there in a 
join operation, or be retransmitted unaltered. This problem has been previously studied within 
the framework of integer programming. 
The allocation a of relations to processor sites can be incorporated into the network D = (S, L). 
New vertices are added to the graph, one for each relation in r, and a directed arc connects each 
of these 'artificial' nodes to every vertex representing a processor site that holds a copy of that 
relation. A new vertex u denotes the user that issued the query, and it is connected by an arc 
from the host site q. 
This extended network, say D' = (S', L') with D' =_ D'(a, b) when a, b is understood, is defined 
by 
S '=SU{ra , . . . , rb}U{u} and L '=LU{( r~,k )  I r~•~(k)  Aa<i<b}U{(q ,u)} -  
Each relation of r now originates at exactly one source node, allowing the condition that exactly 
one copy of each is to be used in manufacturing ~ {ra, . . . ,  rb} to be easily encapsulated. 
In this discussion, the set of nodes of D ~ that may possibly transfer a relation to a given vertex 
k • S I will be denoted by 7~(k), and likewise the set of nodes that may receive data from k • S ~ 
is ,4(k). That is, 
7~(k) = {h e S' l (h,k) e L'} and A(k) = {l • S' l (k,l) • L'}, for a l l k•S ' .  
Furthermore, note that Vr~ : a < i < b • P(r~) = 0, and also A(u) = O. 
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The conveyance of information between vertices of the annotated network D' is represented by 
the transmission decision variables. Any relation can be potentially communicated between actual 
processor sites h, k E S connected by a real data channel (h, k) E L; however, only the specific 
correlating relation can be sent from an artificial node ri E ( ra , . . . ,  rb}, and only ~ {ra, . . . ,  rb} 
can be offered to the user in answer to the query. Then let 
1, if ~ {r i , . . . , r j}  is transmitted along (h,k) E L', 
f ijhk = O, otherwise, 
for any i, j, h, k satisfying 
(a <_i <_j <_bA(h ,k )  E L) 
V(a < i = j _< bAh = ri A h E c~(k)) 
V(i = a A j  = bAh = qAk = u). 
Conversely, for any i , j ,  h, k that violates this condition, the value of fijhk is defined to be zero. 
The transmission variables collectively define the function f : lab x L' ~ (0, 1}. 
The actual computations are represented by the join decision variables, each recording the 
specification of a binary join between two joinable relations, and the particular site at which this 
is to occur. Then define 
1, if ~ (r~,. . . ,  rp} and ~ {rp+l, . . . ,  r j} are joined at 
9ipjk = site k E S to produce the relation ~ {r i , . . . ,  rj}, 
0, otherwise, 
where i ,p , j  : a < i < p < j < b. When instead i ,p , j  : i = j V p >_ j V p < i, or k : k E 
r Y k = u, the value of gipjk are zero by definition. These join decision variables define a function 
g : Gab x S --* {0, 1}. 
The problem of minimising the total cost of delivering the join of relations ra , . . . ,  rb for some 
a, b : 1 < a < b < m to some site q 6 S can then be stated [1] as the zero-one linear program (P1), 
below: 
b b b-1 b 3-1 
$q(a,b) = mine/ .  E E E A,,hk" /,,hk +~."  E E E Eg i "  k'70"k 
1,9 {=a 3=1 (h,k)EL kES i--a j=i+l p=i 
subject o 
V i :a<i<b * ~ f i i r~k=l  
i 
k:ri Ca(k) 
Vi , j :a<i<j<_bVkES • (P1) 
"3p~21 " i--1 b / 
gipjk--(Egi'i-ljk "J- Z gijj'k = E fijkl- E fijhk 
\ i '=a j '=j+l / ie.A(k) heT~(k) 
f abq~ : I 
fijhk E {0, 1}, gipjk E {0, I}. 
Here, the scaling factors 6f _> 0 and eg _ 0 are intended to represent the relative importance of 
transmission costs to computational costs, as defined by the particular environment in which the 
distributed atabase management system functions. 
Numerous variations on this basic model have been explored [1,2,4-7]. In particular, the 
constraint matrix of problem (P1) does not have full rank, since faba~ = 1. By substituting this 
back into the second constraints, which represent the flow of information through the system, 
this variable (and the need for the additional node u along with it) can be eliminated. 
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Deleting the node u produces a new network D" = (S", L"), say, where 
S"=S" \{u}  and L"=L ' \{ (q ,u )} .  
The set of nodes in S" that can communicate data directly to a specific node k • S" is P(k). 
The set of nodes to which k • S"  can transmit is ~4'(k) = .4(k) \ {u}, say. 
To remove u from the formulation, by substituting fabqu = 1 into the constraint equations 
of (P1), consider the expansion 
f fabqu, if i = a A j = b A k = q, 
E E £~kl + /6~4(k) l:(k,l)eL ~ O, otherwise, 
= ~ /~Jk~+{ 1' i f i=aA j=bAk=q,  
~e~'(k) 0, otherwise, 
using the definition of Jt'(k). That is, whenever i = a A j = b A k = q, 
j -1  / i -1  b 
E=,,,k-/E=~,i-,,~ + 57 =~,,.~) - 57 s~,~, + E s , ,~:  1. 
p=i \ i '=a j '= j+ l  leA'(k) heT~(k) 
Likewise, the boundary constraints demanding that precisely one copy of each relation in {ra, 
• • . ,  rb} C r is used in the distributed computation 
V i : a < i < b • E fiirik = 1 
k:ri6a(k) 
can be incorporated into the information flow constraints. Observe that for any i , j  : a < i = 
j _< b, at the vertex k = ri • r, 
j -1  i -1  b 
Egip, k=O, Egi'i-ljk=O, E gij/k=O, and E fi'hk=O" 
p=i i'=a j'=j+l h6T~(k) 
Therefore, when k = ri, 
p=i i'=a j '= j+ l  
1, i f i=aA j=bAk=q,  
= -1,  i f i= jAk=r i ,  
0, otherwise, 
fi~hk • {0, 1}, g~k • {0, 1}. 
Other equivalent statements of the problem have also been developed that eliminate ntirely the 
necessity for extending the representation D = (S, L) of the distributed system to D' = (S', L') 
or to D" = (S", L"). Achieving this involves accounting for the allocation a of relations to 
processor sites within the constraint equations themselves; the resultant program formulation is 
more cumbersome and therefore less suitable for investigation i  the current context. 
j-1 i-i b 
E~.,,-(E~,'~-,,, + E ~.',) - E :~,,, + E :~,~, =- E :.., 
p=i hi'=a j '=j+ 1 l e.4'(k) hET~(k) leA' (k) 
~- - -1 ,  
for all i , j  : a <_ i = j <_ b. Using these observations yields a new program (P2) that is equivalent 
to the original, yet offers a more compact constraint system that is easier to manipulate: 
b b b-1 b j -1  
f,9 i=a j= l  (h,k)6L kES i=a j=i+l p=i 
subject to 
Vi , j :a<i<jgbVk6S • 
j-I (i-I ~ ] 
E g,,,~ - E g,',-.,~ + g,,,'~ : E s,,,.~ - E s,,~, (P2) 
heT~(k) teA'(k) 
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4. COLLAPS ING THE D ISTR IBUTED SYSTEM 
INTO A SINGLE SITE 
The problem of computing the join ~ {ra, . . . , rb} from its component relations ra , . . .  ,rb 
at a single processor site has been investigated previously in some detail. By removing the 
transmission variables from consideration, the same underlying structure of join computations i  
revealed, so that all of the results from this earlier work can be applied. 
Given a particular elation, adding the constraint equations for all network sites enables the 
movement of relations around the system to be ignored; in effect, the overall distributed environ- 
ment is then collapsed into a single computational facility. The result is a set of equations identical 
in form to the constraints of the problem of executing a join query at an isolated processor. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a, b : 1 < a < b < m and assume the constraint equations 
E gipjk -- g i ' i - l jk  + 
p=i \ i '=a j ,= j+ l  heT~( k ) teA'(k) 
1, i f i=aA j=bAk=q,  
= -1,  i f i= jAk=r~,  
O, otherwise 
are satisfied V i, j : a < i < j < b V k 6 S".  In addition, define 
gipj = E gipjk, 
k6S 
for a11 i , j  : a < i < j < b. 
(In fact, gipj = Ekes"  gipjk, since gipjk = 0 whenever k q[ S.)  
Then it necessarily follows that V i , j  : a < i < j <_ b, 
E -- -1, 
p=i \i'=a j'=j+1 O, 
i f i  = a A j  = b, 
i f i  = j ,  
otherwise. 
PROOF. For convenience, denote 
j -1  i--1 b 
Jobk( ,J) = Eg,. k- (E  g,,,-.k + E 
p=i \ i '=1  j '= j+ l  
Now assume that, for all i , j  : a < i < j < b V k 6 S",  
Jabk(i,j) + 
1, 
E f i jhk - -  ~, fi jkt = --1 
heT'(k) IE.A (k) O, 
i f i=aA j=bAk=q,  
i f i  = j A k = ri, 
otherwise. 
Then, summing over all sites k E S, for any i, j : a < i < j _< b, ({1 
Z Jobk(i,Y)= ~ -1, 
kES kES 0, 
i f i=aA j=bAk=q,  
i f i  = j A k = n,  
otherwise, kES heP(k) kES IEA'(k) 
Now k ¢ S whenever k = ri, so that the first term can be simplified as 
E = -1, i f i= jAk=r~,  0, 
kes 0, otherwise, 
i f i  = a A j  = b, 
otherwise. 
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Furthermore, k E S A (h, k) E L" ¢~ (h, k) E L U {(ri, k) [ ri E a(k)}, from the definition of D', 
so that the second term may be reduced as 
kES hEP(k) k•S h:(h,k)•L" 
(h,k)EL (rl,k):riEa(k) 
E ~ir, k, 
= E fi jhk + k:riea(k) 
(h,k)eL O, 
i f i  = j, 
otherwise. 
Then since Vi : a < i < bo ~keA'(r~) fiir~k = 1, 
= E + { 
1, if i=  J, 
keS heP(k) (h,k)eL 0, otherwise. 
Also, k E S A (k, l) E L" ¢:~ (k, l) E L, so that the last term simplifies as 
kES IE.4'(k) kES I:(k,I)EL" (k,I)EL 
In summary, 
( 1, i f i=aA j  =b,  
E Jabk(i,j) = ~ -- 
k• s k 0, otherwise, 
1, i f i=aA j=b,  
= -1,  i f i  = j ,  
0, otherwise. 
E f i jhk - -{  1, i f i= j ,  + E fijkl 
(h,k)eL 0, otherwise, (k,I)EL 
However, 
(1  b ) 
k6S k6S p=i kES i'=a kES j '= j+ l  
j -1  i-1 b 
\ i '=a  j'----j+l 
where gipj = Y~kes ginjk, as required. | 
The computation of any particular relation ~ {ri , . . .  , r  j} from two components necessarily 
prohibits a number of other competing join operations. Conversely, by rejecting ~ {r i , . . . ,  rj} 
as a possible intermediate result, the stipulation is made that precisely two of these other joins 
be realised. In the statement of Lemma 3.2, Nab(i, j) is the total number of times that relation 
{r i , . . . ,  r j  } is produced, and the alternative join computations, which would consume relations 
that could be used directly to produce ~ {r i , . . . ,  rj }, are represented within Xab(i, j). 
j -1  
LEMMA 4.2. (See [1].) For any i , j  : a < i < j <_ b, def/ne Nab(i, j) = ~'~p=i gipJ, and 
j -1  i -1 j -1  b j -1  b j -1  b 
~=i i'=a ~=i j '=j+l p=i i'=a ~=i j '= j+ l  
g~+ l jj, . 
Then Vi, j : a < i < j < be Nab(i, j) = 1 - (1/2)Xab(i, j) .  
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A more intuitively appealing, yet weaker, result ensues. Any relation, once computed, should 
not be produced as the result of another join. Likewise, no relation can be used as an argument 
to more than one join operation. 
COROLLARY 4.3. (See [1].) For a11 i , j  : a < i < j < b, 
j--1 i--1 b 
Zgipj  ~_ l and Z gi,i_l j  --b ~ gijj, ~_ l. 
p=i i'=a jt=jq-1 
These results only address those joins consuming relations that are directly used to produce 
a given relation. Certainly, any joins that would use components hat are incorporated into the 
relation through a longer sequence of join computations must also be excluded. In exploring the 
relationship between join operations that are indirectly competing, the implications of choosing 
to compute any particular join can be fully explored. 
The decision to realise ~ {ra, x, rb) from ~ ( r~, . . . ,  r~} and ~ {r~+l, . . . ,  rb), say, necessarily 
prohibits any join operation that would produce relations of the form ~ {r i , . . . ,  rj} for i _</3 
and j _>/3 + 1. Because no relation can be used that is not first produced somewhere, all joins 
that would use such a relation must also be disallowed. 
LEMMA 4.4. (See [1].) 1 Suppose that garb = 1. Then it follows that, for all i , j  : a < i </3 < 
j<_b, 
i - I  b j -1  f 1, i f i=aA j=b,  
g i ' i - l j=0 '  Z giJj' =O' and Zg ip j  = 
i'.~a j'----j+l p=i ~ O, otherwise. 
Furthermore, once the join of ~ {ra , . . . ,  r~} and ~ {r~+l, . . . ,  rb} has been chosen, no other 
join operation can occur that would use any components of these to build a relation that is 
incompatible with the final result ~ {ra, . . . ,  rb}. 
LEMMA 4.5. (See [1].) Suppose that garb -~  1 .  Then for any i, j : a < i < j <_/3, 
1, i f i=aA j=/3 ,  
Z O, otherwise, j~=~+l 
and for anyi, j :/3+ 1 < i < j < b, 
f 1, i f i= /3A j=b,  
Z gi'i-lj -~ i'=a ~ O, otherwise. 
These results pertain to the decision variables gwjk, and so detail the behaviour of the actual 
join computations. It remains to explore the structure of the information transmissions that 
allow a relation computed at one location to be used somewhere else. Used together, knowledge 
about the join and data transmission operations leads to a recurrence relation description of the 
optimal solution. 
5. A RECURRENCE RELAT IONSHIP  FOR 
THE OPT IMAL SOLUTION 
Just as the transmission variables can be omitted to better reveal the structure of the join 
computation, it is possible to disguise the join decision variables to produce a system of equations 
1While Lemma 4.6 of [1] makes aslightly weaker statement than this, its proof actually derives the stronger result 
that is presented here. 
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that focuses on the movement of data around the network. The resultant system of equations 
defines a path from the source of the given relation to the site where it is used. 
LEMMA 5.1. Consider any feasib/e solution to problem (P2). Then for any i , j  : a < i < j <_ b 
and at ali possible nodes k 6 S", 
1, 
fiShk-- ~ fijk, = -1, 
hE~'(k) Ie.a'(k) O, 
i l k  6 Iab(i,j) \ Oab(i,j), 
i l k  60ab( i , j )  \ Iab(i,j), 
otherwise, 
where the sources Oab (i, j )  and sinks Iab (i, j) of the relation ~ {r i , . . . ,  r 5 } are 
j-1 } 
Oab(i,j) = k 6 S" Eg ip jk  = l 
p=i 
{ Iab(i,j) = k 6 S" gi'i-15k + 
i'=a 
o {n i f i  = j} ,  mad 
=1 u{qit i=a^j=b}.  
j '=5+l  
Moreover, for ali i , j  : a < i < j < b and k 6 S", IO .b ( i , j ) l  = II~b(i,j)l <_ 1. 
5-1 r-'~i-1 , b PROOF. From Corollary 3.3, ~p=i gip5 -<: 1 and 2.,e=agi ~-U + ~5'--j+1 giJs' -< 1, so that 
5-1 i -1 b 
VkES"  • EgiPJk <- - lAEg i ' i -15k+ E giSJ 'k <-l" 
p=l i'=a 5'=j+l  
That is, 
/{ ~-~gipsk - gi'i-ljk + E gi55'k = --1, 
p=i \e=~ 5'---5+I / 0, 
i fN  = 1AM = 0, 
i fM = 1AN = 0, 
otherwise, 
5-1 i--1 b 
= - '~  Ei ' fa  gi'i-ljk here abbreviating N )-~p---i ginsk and M + )-~j'=5+1 
Now using the constraints of problem (P2) for some k 6 S" and i, j 
l{  1, i fN=IAM=0 
-1, i fM=0AN=I  
0, otherwise 
From Corollary 3.3, 
I 
1, 
+ E fiShk-- E fiSkt = --1, 
hEP(k) tEA'(k) O, 
1, 
E fiShk E fiskl --1, 
he~(k) tea,(k) 0, 
gi55'k" 
:a<i<j<b,  
i f i=aA j  =bAk=q,  
i f i  = jAk=r i ,  
otherwise, 
if k E/~b(i, j) \ O.b(i,j), 
if k E Oab(i,j) \ Iab(i,j), 
otherwise. 
and using the definition of decision variables g~psk, it is clear that 
IO~b(i,j)l < 1 and II~b(i,j)l < 1, while the equations derived in Lemma 3.1 imply that 
IO~b(i,j)l = II~b(i,j)l. | 
The detailed behaviour of the transmission variables may now be investigated. Because a 
relation can be manufactured and then used at most once, any relation that is sent from a given 
site more than once must form a cycle involving that site. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that at a site v E S", and for some relation ~ {n , . . .  ,rj} such that 
i , j  :a < i < j <b, 
f~Skt > 1. 
IEA'(k) 
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Then ~ {r i , . . . ,  rj} is transmitted around a cycle involving v: 
~p>l~k l , . . . , kp  • k l=k~=vAf i j k~k~+~=l ,  t = 1 , . . . ,p -  1. 
PROOF. Consider some v • S" for which ~-'~4eA,(~)fi3~l = w > 1, and assume that no cycle 
involving v exists. Let ~v be the set of nodes k • S" that send ~ {r i , . . .  ,r3}, directly or 
indirectly, to v: 
~v = {k • S"13k l , . . .  ,k~ * kl = k A kp = v A fi~k,~,+~ = 1, t = 1 , . . . ,p -  1}. 
Let l-l~ be the set of nodes k • S" to which v sends >~ {ri , . . .  ,rj}, either directly or indirectly: 
fly = {k • S" I 3 k l , . . . ,  kp • kl = v A kp = k A fijk,k,+~ = 1, t = 1,.. .  ,p -- 1}. 
Note that while glv might be empty, ~v must contain at least w > 1 elements. Also, by the 
assumption that there are no cycles involving v, ~v N fly = 0. 
All of the other sites k • S" \ gYv \ fly \ {v} do not communicate ~ {ri , . . .  ,r j} with v in any 
way. 
Now using Lemma 4.1, the net flow of relation >~ {r i , . . . ,  rj} through 12v is given by 
1, 
E E f l jhk - -E  E f i J k l=E --1, 
keG,, heT)(k) kEG,, lE.A'(k) keG~ O, 
= - Aro ,  
if k • Iab(i,j) \ Oab(i,j), 
if k • Oab(i,j) \ Iab(i,j), 
otherwise, 
where A/" = [Iab(i,j) \ Oab(i,j)[ and A/'o = [Oab(i,j) \ Iab(i,j)[. Since there are no cycles involv- 
ing v, and using the definition of ~v, fijkl = 0 for all k E 12~ and I ¢ fly. That is, 
~ f~kz = 0. 
kEG~ lEA~(k) 
Also from the definition of f~v, it is clear that 
kEG, hET)(k) kEG~ hET~(k)N~ 
Therefore, Al'z - Afo = ~kefl~ Y~he~(k) fijhk -- 0 > w, So that Afz _> w + Afo, for some w > 1 and 
Afo _> 0. That is, J~fl ~> 1. But from Lemma 4.1, All < 1, which is a contradiction. | 
Given that all costs of data transmission are strictly positive, sending a relation around such 
a cycle cannot be optimal. Therefore, in any optimal solution to problem (P2), all relations 
must enter and leave every site at most once. This fact is stated formally as Corollary 5.3 to 
Lemma 5.2. 
In fact, the restric, tion of the values of the transmission variables to {0, 1} can be justified by 
in this manner; the result survives relaxing the definition fijhk to permit multiple transmissions 
of a given relation along a particular link. With this in mind, no optimal solution can possibly 
specify any variable f~jhk assumes a value greater than 1. 
COROLLARY 5.3. At optimality in problem (P2), for any i , j  : a < i < j < b and v e S", 
f~hk --< 1 and Y~ f,~kl < 1. 
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PROOF.  
suppose that 
Assume that the variable assignments f and g form an optimal feasible solution, and 
leA'(k) 
for some {,j : a < i < j <_ b and v e S". Then from Lemma 5.2, 
3p> IBkl,...,kp • kl=kp=vAfi jk,k,+1 =I, t=l, . . . ,p- l .  
Then construct a new transmission variable assignment f* as 
S0 '  i f i '= iA j '= jAh=ktAk=kt+l ,  l<t<p-1 ,  £*'j'hk 
fi'j'hk, otherwise. 
Notice that, for all i ' , j '  : a < i' < j '  <_ b and k 6 S", 
hE•(k) lEA'(k) hE~(k) le.4' (k) 
so that the new solution using f* and g must be feasible. If ~q(a, b) and ~q(a, b) are the respective 
objective values of the solutions using transmission variables f and f*, then 
p--1 
t=l  
so that the solution having the transmission variable assignment f cannot be optimal. Using this 
together with Corollary 4.3, it follows that )-~he~(k) f~jhk --~ 1 also. | 
Knowing from Lemma 4.4 that the choice to realise ~ {ra,. . .  ,rb} from ~ {ra,. . .  ,rp} and 
{rp+l,. . .  ,rb} prevents any of the relations ~ {ri , . . .  ,r j} for i , j  : a < i < ~ < j <_ b from ever 
being realised, it must also follow that these prohibited relations are never transmitted between 
any processor sites. That is, once a particular join is computed, all of the decision variables 
associated with a number of relations must be zero. 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that ga~bq = 1 at optimality. Then/or any i , j  : a < i < ~ < j <_ b and any 
k • S" \ 
= 0 and  = 0 
heP(k) le.a'(k) 
PROOF. Assume that, at optimality, ga~bq = 1, and consider any relation ~ {r i , . . . ,  rj} for some 
i, j : a < i < i~ < j <_ b. From Corollary 4.3, 
b-1 b-1 
p=a kTS p=a 
But here gapbq = 1, SO that gapb = 1 and Lemma 4.4 applies. Therefore, 
~-i b j-1 ~ 1, i f i=aA j=bAk=q,  
VkTS  • E g/ ' ' - l - fk=OA E g ' J J ' k=OAEg~nJk= 
i'=a j'fj+l p=~ ~" 0, otherwise. 
Now using the constraints of (P2), for some i,j : a < i < ~ < j .<_ b and at all k 6 S", 
\~'=~ ~'=~+~ / h~(~) ~e~'(~) 
I, i f i=aA j=bAk=q,  
= -I, i f i= jAk=r i ,  
0, otherwise, 
E f~jkt > I, 
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and here noting that i < j always, 
{ 1, i f i=aA j=bAk=q,_ (O+O)  + ~f~3h~-- ~-'~/~3k,={ 1' 
0, otherwise, 0, h67~(k) leA'(k) 
i f /=  aA j  = bAk = q, 
otherwise. 
That is, 
Vk•S"V i ,  j :a< i<~<j<b • ~ £ jhk - -  ~ fijkl=O. 
heT~(k) leA'(k) 
Now suppose that the optimal solution, having transmission variable assignments f , specifies 
that 
Aj~ = ~ A~ > o, 
hTP(v) lTA'(v) 
Consider then a new solution having transmission variable assignment f*for some sites v 6 S. 
constructed as 
{fUj 'hk, i f i '# jV j '# j ,  f~*j'hk = O, otherwise. 
(Both solutions use the same join variable assignment, say g.) Note that the new solution using f* 
must be feasible, given that the old solution using f is. 
If ~q(a, b) and ~(a ,  b) are the objective values using transmission variable values f and ]*, 
respectively, observe that 
+ = 
(h,k)eL 
with A~jhk > 0 for all (h, k) 6 L and fijhk not all zero (at least fijh, > 0 for some h 6 P(v), by 
the assumption): Consequently, the solution using f cannot be optimal, which is a contradiction. 
Then, at optimality, Vk • S" Vi , j  : a < i < p < j < b* ~-~h67~(k) fijhk = ~leA(k)\{u} fijkl = 0 
as required. I 
The recursive structure of the join query problem can now begin to reveal itself. The proof of 
the theorem stating the recursive relation between solutions to different problems is broken into 
two propositions, for greater clarity. 
First, under the assumption that an optimum indicates that relations >~ {ro, . . . , r~} and 
>~ {r~+l, •• •, rb} are joined at site q, the minimal cost of obtaining ~ {to, . . . ,  rb} can be expressed 
in terms of the minimal costs for >~ {ra, . . . , r~} and >~ {r~+l,. . . ,rb}. This represents the 
possibility that >~ {ro, . . . ,  rb} is actually computed at q. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose that ga~bq ---- 1, q • S, in the optimal solution Of ~q(a, b). Then 
~q(a,b)=eg .Tawbq+~q(a,w)+2q(w+l,b). 
PROOF. Suppose that 3~ : a < 16 < b - 1 * gg#bq = 1. Then Corollary 4.4 and Corollary 5.4 
apply and all terms involving such relations that are incompatible with >~ {ra, . . . ,  r~} and >~ 
{r~+l, . . . ,  rb} are zero. Therefore, the objective function of ~,q(a, b) can be reduced as 
b b b-1 b j -1  
i=a j=i (h,k)EL kES i=a j=i÷l  p=i 
i=a j=l  (h,k)EL i=~+l j----i (h,k)eL 
ira° j=i+l p=i kES i=~ jmi+l p=i 
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This is the combined objective functions of Zq(a,p) and f.q(p "4- 1, b) together with the additional 
term eg "7a~bq representing the cost of joining ~ {ra,..., ri~ } and ~ {r~+l,..., rb} at site q. 
For brevity in the discussion that follows, let 
gabk(i,j) ''~" Egipjk-- gi'i-ljk "~ E gijj'k and fk ( i , j ) :  E fijhk-- E fijkl. 
p=i \i'=-.a j'fj+l / heT~(k) leA'(k) 
Observe that the constraint equations for Sq(a, b) can be divided into three distinct sets: 
-1, i f i= jAk=r i ,  
V i , j :a< i< j<_~VkES"  • Jabk(i,j)+Fk(i,j)= 0, otherwise, 
-1, i f i= jAk=r~,  
AVi, j :p+l  < i< j<bVkES"  • Jabk(i,j)+Fk(i,j)= O, otherwise, 
AVi , j :a<i<p<j<bVkES"  • Jabk(i, j)+Fk(i, j)={--1, i f i=aA j=bAk=q,  
- 0, otherwise. 
Using Corollary 4.4 and Corollary 5.4, all decision variables appearing in the last group of con- 
straint equations are necessarily zero, except for ga~bq, which is set to 1. That is, these equations 
are implied by the assumption that ga~bq. 
Examining the first group of constraints, for i,j : a < i < j < ~ and all k E S", 
j-1 i-1 b 
Jobk(i,Y) : Eg,, k- (Eg"'-l k + E g, j,k / p=i \ i '=a y=j+1 
j-1 i-1 1~ j" I, 
= E gipjk -- (E  gi'i-ljk + E gijj'k -]- 
p=i \i'=a j'=j+l "~ 0, 
if i=aA j =pAk=q ) 
otherwise 
1, i f i=aA j=pAk=q,  
= J~#k(i,j) - O, otherwise, 
by applying Lemma 4.5. That is, this group of constraints reduces to 
1, i f i=aA j=~Ak=q,  
Vi, j :a< i< j<_~VkES"  • Ja#k(i,j)+Fk(i,j)= -1, i f i= jAk=r~,  
O, otherwise, 
which is the full system of constraints of ~q(a, p). The second group of constraints identified to 
occur within those of ~q(a, b) can also be reduced using Lemma 4.5 under the presumption that 
ga~bq = i: 
j-1 ti-1 b 
gabk(i,j) = Egip jk- -  E gi'i-ljk "~- E gijj'k } 
p=i i'=a j ' f j+l  / 
j - I  ( i-I b { I, 
= E g ' j k -  E g,,,-ljk + E g,jyk + 
p=i t'=l~+l j '=j+l O, 
I, i f i= l~+lA j=bAk=q,  
= J#+lbk(i,j) -- O, otherwise, 
for anyi, j :~+l<i<j_<bandkES" .  That is, 
Vi , j :~+l<i<j~_bVkES"* j~+lbk( i , j )+F~( i , j )=  - I ,  
O, 
i f i=~+ lA j=bAk=q I 
otherwise 
if i  =~+ 1Aj = bAk = q, 
i f i  = j A k = r~, 
otherwise. 
This details the complete constraint system that must be satisfied by a solution to ~q(fi + I, b). 
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Coalescing the expansions of the objective function and of constraint system of £q(a, b) unveils 
ga~bq = 1 =~ ~q(a, b) = ~9 ' ~/a~bq - Zq(a,p) -[- Zq(p, b), 
as was claimed. | 
A second possibility exists for the way in which site q might acquire relation w {ra, . . . ,  rb}; it 
might be computed at some other site, from where it is conveyed to q through the network. If 
the optimal solution specifies the transmission of~ {ra, . . . ,  rb} from some other site v to q, then 
the minimum cost can be related to the minimum cost of realising ~ {ra, . . . ,  rb} at v. Notice 
also that the result considers only real processor sites, meaning that v is not one of the nodes 
r~ E r that is included in S". This is because the cost for obtaining relation ra at a site q for 
which r~ E a(q) is zero. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Suppose that, in the optimal solution t'or Zq(a, b), fabvq = 1 for some v : 
(v, q) E L. Then 
~.q(a, b) = e I • )tabvq -F ~.v(a, b). 
PROOF. Suppose that the optimal solution of ~v(a, b) is given by variable assignments f and g, 
and now construct a new assignment f~ as 
f;~hk= ( f~jhk, i f i>aV j<bVhy£vVk~q,  
O, i f i=aA j=bAh=vAk=q.  
Then defining F~(i, j) and Fk(i, j) as the net flow of relation ~ {r i , . . . ,  rj} through site k using 
transmission variable assignments f and f ' ,  respectively, 
hET~(k) IE.A'(k) 
1, 
= + -1 ,  
heT~(k) leA'(k) O, 
= Fk(i, j)  + -1,  
O, 
i f i=aA j  =bAk=q,  
i f i=aA j  =bAk=v,  
otherwise, 
if i=  aA j =b Ak=q,  
i f i=aA j  =bAk=v,  
otherwise. 
Substituting this into constraint equations of ~v(a, b) for Fk(i , j)  produces, for any i , j  : a < i < 
j < b and all k E S", 
1, 
Jp+lbk( i , j )  + f~( i , j )  -~ -1 ,  
O, 
i f i=aA j  =bAk=q,  
i f i  =jAk  =ri ,  
otherwise, 
which is the complete constraint system for ~.q(a,b). Now consider the objective function of 
z.q(a, b): 
b b b-1 b j -1 
. E E E ÷ . E E E 
i :a  j : i  (h,k)EL kES i :a  j----i+l p : i  
i=a "----" (h,k)EL ke,.q i=a j----i+l p-~i 
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which is the objective function for ~.(a, b) added to the weighted cost 6f. Aabvq of sending relation 
{ra, . . . , rb} from v to q. 
That is, ~.q(a, b) = ~I " )~abvq 4- ~.v(a, b), if fabvq = 1 in the optimal solution to ~.q(a, b). | 
These results describe the possibilities that relation ~ {ra, . . . ,  rb} is produced by joining at 
site q, or alternatively that it is transmitted from elsewhere. A third possibility also exists; 
relations ri 6 r are initially available at sites k with ri 6 a(k). With the realisation that 
these options are mutally exclusive, all three can be combined together to yield a recurrence 
relation describing the optimal solution to problem (P2). Because the allocation function 
appears directly in the formulation, only actual processor sites in S are considered; artificial 
nodes ra 6 S"  are  not used. 
THEOREM 5.7. I[ a = b A ra 6 (~( q ) , then ~q (a, b ) = O. When, alternatively, a < b V ( a = b A ra 
( 
~q(a ,b)=min~ min {ey '~bvq + &(a,b)}, min ~%'%~bq + ~.q(a,w)+ ~.q(w+ l ,b )}} .  
[ (v,q)6L w:a~_w<b " 
PROOF. Clearly, ~.q(a, b) = 0 whenever a = b A ra 6 c~(q), by definition. 
Now suppose that a < b V (a = b A ra ~ a(q)), and consider the constraint equation of 
problem (P2) for i = a, j = b, and k = q: 
b-1 
pfa  hETa(k ) IE~4' (q) 
b-1 
¢¢Z gapbq+ Z fabhq-- Z fabq '=1"  
pfa  (h,k)eL (q,l)6L 
However, using this together 
Therefore, at optimality, 
with Corollaries 4.3 and 5.3, it follows that ~-~(q,0eL fabq~ = O. 
b-1 
Zgavbq+ ~ fabhq =1" 
p=a (h,k)6L 
That is, either there is some 16 : a < 16 < b -  1, say, for which ga~bq = 1, or there is some 
h : (h,q) 6 L with fabhq = 1, but not both. 
If 315 : a < p _< b - 1 with ga@bq = 1, then Proposition 5.5 applies, and 
~.q(a, b) = eg . %wbq + z.q(q, w) 4- ~.q(W 4- 1, b). 
Alternatively, if fabvq = 1 for some v : (v, q) 6 L, 
~.q (a, b) = e I • )~abvq 4. 7,v (a, b), 
using Proposition 5.6. Then, minimising over all possible 16 : a < 16 < b - 1 and v : (v, q) 6 L, 
~q(a,b) = rain rain {¢].  Aabvq + ~v(a,b)}, rain ~eg "Tawbq + ~q(a,w) + ~q(W + 1,b)} 
[ (v,q)eL w:a<_w<b " ) ' 
as required. | 
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6. COMPUTING THE OPT IMAL  EXECUTION STRATEGY 
As it stands, the recurrence relation of Theorem 5.7 cannot be directly utilised to compute 
the optimal execution strategy, as the minimal cost for obtaining a given relation at one site is 
related to that for obtaining it at another, and vice versa. Applying this would require solving 
the minimal cost for the relation at all sites simultaneously. 
THEOREM 6.1. For any k E S and a, b : 1 < a < b < m, /et  
I 0, 
(k(a, b) = oo, 
min {eg '%tobk + ~.k(a,w) + ~.k(w + 1, b)} w:a<w<b 
Also define 
if a = b A ra E a(k), 
if a = b A ra ¢ cx(k), 
otherwise. 
{ Ck(a, b), ) 
~g)(a,b) = min ~ min ~ef, . Aa~q + ~g-1)(a,b)},  ~g-1)(a,b) , ~, (h,k)EL t. - 
for all nonnegative integers j. Then 
if j = O, 
i f j  > O, 
vj > • = 
where Ap(k) = max{p I 3k l , . . . , kp*  kp = kA (kt,tt+l) E L, t = 1 , . . . ,p -  1}. 
PROOF. First, defining rk(i) = {(k0,...,k~) I ki = k A (kt, kt+l) E L, t = O, . . . , i  - 1}, it is 
proposed that 
(o b) -- m,o min 
~:o<~<j (ko ..... k~)e~rk(O 
To see this, note that for j = 0, 
,_1 } 
~(kO)(a,b):~k(a,b)= min min {,=~Oe/.Aabk, k,+l +(ko(a,b) , 
i:O<i_<O (ko ..... ki)E~'k (i) 
as claimed. Now assume that the proposition is true for some j > 0. Then for j + 1 > 0, and 
using the definitions of ~g)(a, b) and ~rk(i), ~" 
~g)]. rg)( a b~ =min~ min {','A.bhk+,~ j,,, ,, ,j 
((h,k)eL 
i--1 
min {el .Aabhk+ rain min {t~=oel.Aabk~k,+,+,ko(a,b))}, 
= min (h,k)eL i:O<_i<_j (ko ..... k~)e~h(0 
~.~,i--1 ~abktkt+t } min min ( t~__o e l • + ~ko (a, b ) i:0_<i<j (ko ..... k~)e~h (i)
)) =mi l l  min  (t~=O$l.Aabk, k,+,+~ko(a,b i:O<_i<_j+ l (ko,...,k~)E~i(i) 
} 
so that the proposition is true, by induction. Note that ~g)(a,a) -- co means that no path of 
length j or less exists from a site possessing a copy of relation ra. By the assumptions about the 
network detailed in Section 2, there must be some j _> 0 for which ~kg)(a, a) < oo for every site k 
and all relations ra. 
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Now consider the recurrence relation from Theorem 5.7, rewritten here in terms of ~k(a, b): 
~k(a,b) = min~ min {e I • A,~bhk +P.h(a,b)}, Ck(a,b)~. ( (h,k)eL ) 
Lemma 4.4 implies the existence of some q0 e S for which ~qo(a,b) = ~ao(a, b); this forms the 
boundary condition of the recursive relation. Then the optimum defines some path q0,..-, qj 
where j _> 0, from the source node q0 to sink qj - k. That is, 
f e/ ")~abqi-lql +fi-q,-l(a,b), i f />  O, ~q,(a,b) 
~qo (a, b), if i = 0, 
where i : 0 < i < j, and by the assumption of optimality, q0 satisfies ~qo(a,b) < oo. The 
closed-form solution for ~qj (a, b) is 
j -1  
Zqj(a, b) = E :f " )~abqtqt+,  Cqo( a, b). 
i=o 
However, using the closed-form solution for ~(J) and because the path q0,..., qj is optimal, 
~_~i-1 ~abktkt+l ~ko(a, b )) fi(J){a,b) = min min . | t__ ~f" - '{ ' -  ~qJ ~ i:O<_i<_j (ko ..... ki)E*rqj (i) 
j-1 
~" E Ey" ~abqtqt+l  (qo (a, b) 
t=o 
= ~qj (a, b). 
(Notice from this that certainly ~(J)(a, b) > ~k (a, b) for all k E S" and j > 0.) In summary, if the 
optimal solution for obtaining ~ {ra,..., rb} at site k defines a path of length j, then it follows 
that ~(J)(a, b) = ~k(a, b). Furthermore, if ~(J)(a, b) = ~k(a, b), then 
~(J+l'(a,b) =min((h,k,eLmin t~ef Aabvq + ~(J)(a,b) } ,~(J)(a,b) 
=min{ (h,k)ELmin t~ef')%bvq+~(J)(a'b)) 
= zk (a, b). 
Finally, Corollary 5.3 implies that, at optimality, the path length cannot exceed A~,(k). | 
Directly based on the result of Theorem 6.1, a procedure for finding the optimal execution 
strategy is illustrated here as Algorithm 1, below. Recording of the arguments for which minimum 
values occur, which together express the optimal execution strategy itself, have been omitted for 
clarity. Line numbers have also been included for later reference. 
ALGORITHM 1. 
1: for t = 0 , . . . ,m-  1 
2: fora, bsuchthat  1 <a<b<mAb-1- - t  
3: { 
4: for k E S 
5: compute ~(°)(a, b) = ~k(a, b); 
6: for j = 1 , . . . ,A~ 
7: for k E S 
S: compute ~(J) (a, b), 
9: }; 
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Because ~k(a, b) = ~(kJ)(a, b) for any j >_ A~(k), it suffices to use j = Ap to determine ~k(a, b), 
where Av is the diameter of the graph D = (S, L): 
A~ = max Ap(k). 
kES 
Then value of ~k(°)(a, b) = ¢~(a, b) (line 5 of Algorithm 1) is the solution to 
0, if a = bAra  e a(k), 
(k(a, b) = oo, if a = b A ra • a(k), 
w:a~_w<b 
which can be computed in e(t) operations, where t = b - a. Directly from Theorem 6.1, the 
value of ((J)(a, b) for any j > 0 (line 8 of Algorithm 1) is 
This is realisable within O([{h : (h, k) e L}I) operations. When Algorithm 1 has terminated, the 
minimal execution cost for producing ~ {ra, • • •, rb} at site qYm is uql,~(z~')(1,m), and the optimal 
execution strategy is revealed in the arguments for which minimum values for ~(J)(a, b) occur. 
Analysing further the complexity of the algorithm, observe that the number of operations 
required by the loop at lines 7 and 8 is 
Lines 6-8 therefore require O(Ap • ILl) operations. The loop at lines 4 and 5 demands O(t. [SJ) 
operations, so that each iteration of the body of the loop within lines 3-8 has overall complexity 
o(t .  ISl + ,,x~. ILl). 
The outermost loop, controlled by lines 1 and 2, iterates over relations. Noting that there are 
(m - t) relations ~ {ra,. . .  ,rb} with t = b - a, the complexity of the entire algorithm is 
m_l ) 
= o (m(6+ I) ( (m-1)  . [S[ + 3 . Ap  . [L[) ) 
= O(m ~" ISl + m 2"/"9" ILl), 
which is a polynomial in the number of relations m, the number of processor sites IS[, the 
number of communications channels ILl, and the diameter Ap of the graph D = (S, L) which 
cannot exceed IS[. 
A cursory analysis of space requirements reveals that there are (1/2)Ap. [S[. m(m + 1) variables 
~U)(a,b), since the number of relations that might possibly be considered is (1/2)m(m + 1). 
Likewise, the number of arguments for which the minima occur, that together define the optimal 
strategy itself, is also (1/2)Ap • IS[ . m(m + 1). The space requirements of the algorithm are 
therefore 
e(AT , .  ISI • m(m + 1)) = e (A.,,- ISl • m2) .  
With the realisation that each value ~(J)(a, b) depends only on values ~(hJ-1)(a, b), tables used to 
store these values could be reused to reduce space requirements. However, the need to record the 
optimal strategies cannot be changed, and therefore the space complexity remains as indicated 
above. 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A dynamic  programming solut ion to the problem of efficiently using the resources of a dis- 
t r ibuted system in answering a join query has been found. The resultant  a lgor i thm is guaranteed 
to return  an opt imal  execution st rategy with t ime and space requirements that  are bounded by 
a polynomial  function of the number of relations, and size parameters  of the network. 
This  result was achieved by examining the structure of an earl ier l inear integer programming 
model  of the problem, rewr i t ten here in an equivalent but  more convenient form. By theoret ical ly  
col lapsing the d is t r ibuted system into a single site, old results concerning the join computat ion  
at a single site were drawn upon. Together with these, new observat ions concerning the flow 
of information through the network were used to derive a recurrence relat ion for the opt imal  
solution. 
However, this outcome is not direct ly real isable as an a lgor i thm suitable for implementat ion.  
Instead a re lat ionship that  considers transmiss ion sequences of increasing length l iberates the 
at ta inment  of a given relat ion at  one processor site from that  at all others. The algorithmic 
expression of this was briefly examined,  and shown to display the promised computat iona l  com- 
plexities. 
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